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the nikon coolpix a900 offers a variety of shooting modes. in program auto, you can choose from 8 different scene modes
that will automatically adjust the camera settings for the scene it thinks you will be shooting. the modes include shutter
priority, aperture priority, manual, sports, landscape, portrait, and macro. in addition, there are 5 manual modes which

allow you to take complete control of the camera settings. these include: aperture priority, shutter priority, manual,
program auto, and manual (with shutter speed and aperture adjustments). the nikon coolpix a900 has a bright and

colourful 1.2 megapixel rgbw sensor. for those who like to use custom settings, you can apply 5 different digital filters to
your pictures. these include: soft focus, color, noise reduction, grainy, and vintage. there is also a built-in vertical mode,

which will allow you to shoot in either a landscape or vertical orientation. you can also change the camera resolution
between standard and high by using a function button. the vibration reduction (vr) system is also available, which allows
the camera to blur out moving objects by making quick, sharp adjustments while the image is being taken. the olympus
stylus epic 12.3-megapixel camera comes with a 3x optical zoom, 12.3-megapixel ccd sensor and 3.0-inch touch screen

lcd. the stylus epic is compatible with smartphone apps via olympus smartshare. olympus is also introducing a companion
app, called olympus viewer, which is designed to help you to make the most of your olympus camera. so, if you were

looking for a digital camera that would give you the best quality with good features then the ixus v-series is a good choice.
it also has good night vision with a large sensor, so this is a good camera for shooting in low-light conditions.
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theres a small, rubberized shutter release button on the top of the camera, which is
easy to find, and you can find the pasm (program, aperture, shutter) mode button by

pressing it and looking for the little cross that appears on the screen. theres also a time-
lapse function which is really useful, and as there is an interval between shots you can
set it to have the camera take a photo every x number of seconds - i found this quite

useful while taking photos of my daughters room to see if theres any room tidying going
on! there are three buttons on the top of the camera. the first one is the control dial for

changing the iso - this is the leftmost button on the top of the camera, and is fairly large.
the second one is the button for changing the shutter speed - this is the middle button
on the top of the camera and is fairly large. the last one is the button for changing the
aperture - this is the rightmost button on the top of the camera and is quite small. the
buttons are rubberised, so you can feel comfortable in your grip of the camera, and it

makes for a comfortable, easy-to-use camera to hold. so, that does it for the nikon
coolpix a900. i hope that youve enjoyed reading my review and find it helpful, and i
hope that you can find the camera that best suits your needs, but i hope that youve

enjoyed this review, and that youll find it helpful when you make your purchase! i think
that a lot of people arent necessarily buying this camera to make the best photos of
their life, but they are looking for the best value for money, so i hope that this review

has been useful to you, and that you can make a decision about which camera best suits
your needs. 5ec8ef588b
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